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CB PIRATES - OR
PROTESTERS?
In your editorial in the May issue you were
rather hard on the c.b. pirates. If a reasonable
request is unreasonably refused it is unreason
able to expect the applicant t9 accept the deci
sion. The applicant therefore has a moral rilht
to ignore the decision and the blame for the
consequences lies with the person who made the
wrong decision.

You admit that the request for a citizens'
band service was reasonable and that the initial
refusal of the Home Office was unreasonable.
The blame for the effects on the community
therefore rests with the negligent robots in the
Home Office, and the pirates have every reason
to grumble at the expense of changing to the
new system. Indeed, if logic ruled the world the
officials in the Home Office would be made to
pay for the new equipment out of their own
pockets. That would teach them to be reason
able in the future.
S. Frost
Edinbvrrh 2

JAMES CLERK
MAXWELL
Mr Wellard's recent two-part appreciation of
lames Clerk Maxwell published in your March
and May issues was rather forceful in depreciat
ing the work of Alben Einstein. Undoubtedly it
will evoke reaction from the disciples of Relativ
ity but, in my view, Wellard is to be applauded
for his forthright contribution. It was indeed
deplorable that the 1979 celebration of the cen
tenary of Einstein's birth did not take into ac
count the memory of Maxwell who died in the
same year. More to the point, however, it is
fitting to note that in 1980 experimental proof
showing that the ether can assert a force was
reported in NalVre (G. M. Graham and D .. G.
Lahoz, Natvre, 285, 154 (J980) and it was Max
welI and not Einstein that was supported.

I hope we win see further acc~ptance of Max
weirs principles in the years ahead, perhaps in
regard to the third of the four alternative empir
ical laws of electrodynamics presented in Max
well's treatise. This particular law is an inverse
square law of attraction with force acting
directly between like charged bodies when
moving at the same velocity. It can, therefore,
give physical basis to Newton's law of gravita
tion and may even extend to provide accord
with the equations, but not the underlying phi
losophy, of General Relativity (H. Aspden, J.
Plays, A, 13, 3649 (1980».
H.Aspden
Chilworrh
Sovthampton

It pains me to find two glaring fallacies in M. G.
Wellard's discussion in the March issue of the
Michelson-Morley aether-drift "experiment",
as it is generalIy termed. The first, that a mirror
may function as a frequency-changer, is prob
ably peculiar to Mr Wellard alone; the second,
that the Doppler effect may be produced by the
movement of the medium across the sourc~

appears to be quite widely held.
With respect, I would merely comment on

the rust fallacy by saying that a fortune awaits
the inventor of so simple a means of providing
superheterodyne radio reception; for the second

faUacy, may I perhaps be granted a slightly
more comprehensive comment? For our al'lu
ment we require confidence in one assumption,
however: that energy manifested in a simple
coherent wave train may be represented by a set
of uniform material objects, which may be ar
ranged in a regular pattern in space and in parti
cular in a line representing the line of advance of
the wave, each object standing for either a peak,
zero-crossing or other phase-state. We could
construct a mechanical model, then, with a
launcher which rolls a series of balls at regular
intervals onto a straight level track, along which
they would propel themselves at a steady veloc
ity to a reception device with a counting mech
anism, which would be matched by a similar
counter on the launcher. We could then say
what is the frequency of dispatch, and of arrival
at the receiver, and how many baUs are in
transit. Now suppose that the track is the sur
face of a continuous transponer-belt, and that
this is let to run steadily towards the launcher
(to match Mr WeUard's example); what would
then have changed? Not necessarily either the
rate of dispatch or arrival at the end of the track.
The balls would be more closely spaced along
the traCk, in accordance with its speed, but they
would travel between launcher and receiver
more slowly in a compensating measure. Would
we expect to detect the equivalence of the
Doppler-ef'fect in this model?

Now suppose the belt to be halted, but either
the launcher or receiver to be moving along it.
What would be changing in this case? Not
necessarily the rate of dispatch. But the rate of
reception would have to change, because the
number of balls in transit would be constantly
changing in proportion to the speed with which
the effective track-length was either increasing
or decreasing. Now could we be said to recog
nise the change of frequency at the receiver of
this model as the equivalent of the Doppler
effect?

Surely the implication of this, and of Mr
Wellard's discussion (erroneous though it may
be in some details) is that the designers of the
aether-drift "experiment" were suspending
their principles of scientific method. If this were
so, the members of the scientific faculties have
been somewhat slow in offering criticism of this
lapse. Perhaps it is pertinent to mention here
that Fizeau's aether-drag "demonstration"
should be subjected to closer inspection; the use
ofa "control" beam of light propagated in static
water, to be compared with its "twin" in water
flowing in either one or the other direction rela
tive to the light's direction would, I rather sus
pect, provide indications against the drag
hypothesis.

To conclude, could I suggest, with all due
respect, that criticism be always welcome, as is
needed if the scientific ideal is to be upheld, but
that criticism should be more critically exa
mined before publication? And that applies to
this, if it is considered worthy ofprint!

If by trial and error we may learn, then let us
by all means make errors - and then learn to
recognise them!
C. B. V. Francium
Fambot'Olllh
Hanu

The author replier:
In C. B. V. Francksen's working model of the
Michelson and Morley experiment the baUs
represent the energy of consecutive cycles of a

light wave, the launcher the source of light and
the semi-transparent mirror, the leceiver repre
sents the reflecting mirror, and the stationary or
moving track represents the stationary or
moving ether. The model can be improved by
aIJowing the Jauncher and receiver to change
positions when the light beam is reflected in the
experiment. In the fourth paragraph of the let
ter the receiver's changed rate of reception is
analogous with the frequency changing effect of
the moving reflecting mirror.

Mr Francksen need have no fear that his
letter is unworthy of print. In the fifth
paragraph he has pinpointed the basic flaw in
the reasoning that gave rise to the experiment.
The history of this experiment is dealt with by
Dr Berkson in his "Fields of Force" from page
261 onwards. Fresnc1 had explained the pheno
menon of stellar aberration by assuming the
ether did not interact with the Earth. When
Arago discovered that this phenomenon did not
occur when light passed through a prism, Fres
nel said that the ether was trapped within the
volume of the prism and dragged along the
IiBht. Fresnel calculated his 'dragging coeffi
cient', and by passing light through a moving
column of water Fizeau proved Fresnel's
'dragging coefficient'. The moving volume of
water dragged along the Jight wave. Stokes had
already proposed an alternative theory to ex
plain stellar aberration - the ether was dragged
along by the moving Earth - and Stokes's
theory cannot explain Fresnel's 'dragging coeffi
cient'.

Michelson and Morley ignored Fresnel and
Fizeau and accepted Stokes's theory that the
Earth created an ether wind, If the Michelson
Morley experiment is repeated, effectively im
mersed in a flowing volume of water, their in
terferometer will show signs ofinterference~
M. G. WelkJrd

TELEVISION FOR
NO-SIGNAL AREAS
Mr Osborne's case history of a practical applica
tion of an 'active deflector' system (May issue)
was read with great interest but with' some ap
prehension. This article could well give the im
pression that such schemes are very simple and
demand little more than redundant aerials, sal
vaged coaxial cables and modified standard
television distribution amplifiers elnployed wirh
ingenuity by an experienced amateur.

My company has become very involved with
'self help' schemes and supplies standard, and
specialised equipment together with engi
neering advice and assistance where necessary,
As a result of our involvement and experience, I
would like to make the following points:
I. Communities forced to consider 'self help'
systems, usually of populations less than 200,
are entitled to the best possible television re
ception, with a target of standards comparable
to well-engincered cable systems.
2. Cable systems should be used whenever pos
sible with the advantages of multi television
channels, v,h.f./f.m. radio, teletext operation
and provision for future channel services.
3. Active deflector 8Y6tem~ should be engi
neered to the same standard as cllble systems,
where we comply with BS 5603 and CTVRl/l.
Due regard mUst be paid to filtering of received
~hanncls. minimum transmitter power, and clll·


